
Present: Mauro, Derek, Nick, Pablo, Colin, Elia, Dario

Next meeting Thu 10th December at 14h00 —> Gianfranco / Roland please confirm your availability

VO reports:

*** ATLAS:
	Comment from CSCS on the sentence:
	• "ETA for ATLAS own job priorities ( --nice , introduced 5y ago by ATLAS, never implemented on Piz Daint) & stabilisation of CPU delivery vs time. Needed for Grand Unification of queues (pending since 1y)”
	—> 	The CSCS reports given on April 9, May 19, June 4, and July 7 all state:
		"Blocked: Waiting for go ahead from ATLAS"
		The CSCS report given on August 13 states:
		"Removed from backlog"
		"If/When ATLAS is ready the functionality can be requested for implementation"

	From Nick slide 7:
	“ ATLAS Nice Request: § Turns out to be a feature of ARC § Looks like this has been enabled since the last ARC upgrade (ARC Built in)”
	—> The ARC v6 upgrade occurred in July, so the functionality has been enabled since then.

	MD: Gianfranco can you please give the go ahead and interact on slack/general to coordinate ?

*** CMS:
	- CMS was able to ramp up after downtime on 26 Oct. in a couple of days. The present configuration seems to work fine for this.

	- a higher number of Job errors that CMS monitoring captured as "Executable/Environment" related. 	 —> essentially impossible to debug. Keep an eye on them

	-  PheDeX to RUCIO transition:  RUCIO is centralized,  no need tho have deamon running —> 		Decomission CMS-02 (Cent06 old machine) ; move to a virtual machine 
		—> Coordinate with Dario

	ticket 147830 : to be solved in ca couple of weeks
                149166 : ask for read only access for space measurement in cache directly 
				—> follow up quickly with Dario

*** CSCS
	
	Wiki login access: it should be passworded now (by Derek)

	Proposal for a new running configuration:
	(additional material not on the wiki)
	- Move the site to a single ARC CE:
		- catastrophic events effectively never happened in the past fey years 
		- in case, a setup a new server can be set up in a day
	- keep some reservation per experiment
		- start with something proportional to fair-share 16:16:8 ATLAS:CMS:LHCb) 
		- We will set a threshold on Pending jobs and if the Pending jobs drop below the threshold, the reservation will be reduced to 1 node.  
                     When the threshold is exceeded the reservation will be increased back to the reserved node counts.  
                     The reserved node counts will be configurable along with the threshold.
	


*** QUESTION TO ALL VO-REPs
	- Are you OK with the proposed new configuration
		- CMS: yes
		- ATLAS: ?
		- LHCb: ?
